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CORNELL VICTORIOUS
OVER HAWKEYE TEAM

Curry's Injury Costs Iowa Chance for Game

West's Drop-kick in Last Minutes of Play Swings Game to Visitors—Hanson Stars

Day and gave themselves up to pears. The attendance got several long-distance shots at make their own shirt waists and Nebraska buried under the oblivion after noon was indefinitely postponed to attend once a week. A closer or more of the most agonizing kind. Industry had offered their services as teachers Monday at 4:30 and Wednesday at 8:30 in sewing and embroidery. Between twenty and thirty girls had already started to make their own shirts and skirts and showed off their work. The room was crowded. With Curry's injury, the tide turned in the second half, and Iowa never had a chance for better than a tie after that. The defense may chiefly be attributed to lack of an effective offense. The Iowa defense, except in handling punts, was good enough, although the average speed and the Cornell backs made several good gains through the center. But the offense, although it sputtered the entire time, was especially effective for good plays in the first half and occasionally in the second, was unable to gain constantly and always seemed to give up long and efforts as it neared the enemy's goal. Hanson played the best game of any member of the Iowa backfield. His punting was considered by West and his punts were the best work of Iowa. In the big field, and was individuated to every minute of them all, their work. The number of girls in hospital, with every meeting so far. There is absolutely no charge connected with the tuition and every girl's club is under the auspices of the university is invited to become a member of one or all of these classes. It is a splendid place to meet friends and make friends and to spend a delightful afternoon as profitably as possible.

Curry took the low, and starting, clogging up lines for the first five, then faded. The Hawkeyes rallied, and for the remainder of the first half had all the better of the argument, soaring to scores on the second and third down. At other times the Iowa defense threatened and O'Brien got the Iowa distance short, and missed them all. Then, with Curry's injury, the tide turned in the second half, and Iowa never had a chance for better than a tie after that. The defense may chiefly be attributed to lack of an effective offense. The Iowa defense, except in handling punts, was good enough, although the average speed and the Cornell backs made several good gains through the center. But the offense, although it sputtered the entire time, was especially effective for good plays in the first half and occasionally in the second, was unable to gain constantly and always seemed to give up long and efforts as it neared the enemy's goal. Hanson played the best game of any member of the Iowa backfield. His punting was considered by West and his punts were the best work of Iowa. In the big field, and was individuated to every minute of them all, their work. The number of girls in hospital, with every meeting so far. There is absolutely no charge connected with the tuition and every girl's club is under the auspices of the university is invited to become a member of one or all of these classes. It is a splendid place to meet friends and make friends and to spend a delightful afternoon as profitably as possible.
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We will guarantee
it to fit, look, feel and wear better
than any you have ever worn and
a very modest sum will satisfy us in payment.
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defensive game. He and Malley, who took Curry’s place handled punts wonderfully, failing to catch them cleanly in that second half. Malley
scored a touchdown in the second half
by a spectacular tackle, and McGin
niss did the same thing by a shock
ning grab after Curry had fumbled in
the first.
Both teams handled considerably
and during the first half when the
Hawkeyes were playing their game, the
dead hand of penalizing was greatly
in evidence, as it has been for the past two years. This real the Iowa
team sixty or seventy yards all told;
but Cornell was set back about as
much as the difference was not
enough to effect the score.

The fourth quarter opened with a
pointing duel between Hanson and
West, the big Iowa half getting the
better of the three exchanges. From
their 10-yard line Cornell kicked and
returned on Iowa’s forty. West’s
drop failed. Hanson kicked out from
the 25-yard line and West kicked
return, giving Iowa the ball on the 20
yard line. Cornell again secured the
ball on a fumble. Without loss
through the line he got forty yard gain.
Iowa’s goal line being saved only by
Malley’s tackles. West dropped the
ball over for the only count of
the game.
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NO EDUCATED MAN OR WOMAN

will deny the fact that tailor made garments are far superior in every way to ready made.

WHY LONGER—be a "Ready Made" "Grab Bag" dresser when we will tailor your garments to your order and individual measures and charge you a price no higher than the usual price charged by the ready made clothing business.

If you know anything about high prices for tailor made clothes—WHEN WE will tailor your garments at a saving of 10 to 25 per cent against all other tailor made prices, and will give you the best workmanship that it is possible for us to produce. If you know superior workmanship, fabrics, style quality and fit we give you a call and see for yourself what we are doing for our customers.

QUANTITY MEANS—QUALITY ESSENCE

We show over 2500 fabrics, patterns and styles for both men and women and all other local tailors and ready made stores combined.

"PAY LESS BUT BUY BETTER"

Tailors For MEN AND WOMEN SHAFFER & CO. 126 S. Clinton St., Iowa City, Iowa

Custom Tailored Garments at Ready Made Prices

PERSONAL AND SOCIAL

Both Weeks is visiting today in Davenport.

Jean Aty visited Saturday in Davenport.

H. E. Black, D. 71, of Durant was in Iowa City yesterday.

Miss Abie Hamilton of Higgins in visiting Mary Schiltz.

Miss Corinne Jackson spent the weekend in Cedar Rapids.

Frank Lynch of Independence is a guest at the Big Alp house.

John Harper of Davenport is visiting at the Phi Delta house.

G. E. Gilbert and A. J. Lynch are visiting at the Psi Omega house.

P. E. Trimble of St. Vincen is visiting at the Sigma Alp house.

Mrs. St. John of Peoria is visiting Ally Dovey at the Tri Delta house.

Adeline Karr is spending the weekend at her home at Moline.

Harter Hall is spending Saturday in Oskaloosa.

The Ivy Lane Literary society will initiate its new members Wednesday evening at the Phi Delta house.

George Gilbert, of last year's dental class, came back for the game yesterday. Gilbert is now practicing at Winona, Iowa.

Misses Glen Russell and Mary Cronin, students of Cornell, were the guests of Damee Hunt yesterday at the football game.

Kappa Sigma entertained at a dancing party at the chapter house Prof. and Mrs. Bordwell and Mr. and Mrs. Burnett chaperoned.

The present teaching school in West Liberty, was in Iowa City yesterday, inspecting his Iowa city tailors, which enjoyed the Iowa City high school turnout.

Mr. and Mrs. Enid Banting are spending the weekend with their daughter Elizabeth Bete.

Miss Margaret Durin, who was recently called to Davenport, her home, by the death of her father, returns to Iowa City today.

H. Sherman, L. 74, is in the city a few days visit. He is understood to be interested in locating in Iowa City in the near future.

Dr. W. R. Heard, assistant professor in the college of medicine, is enjoying a visit from his mother and daughter of Pennsylvania. They intend to spend the winter in Iowa City.

Mary Campbell, L. 71, who is the...